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ABSTRACT

Temple donations by the Vellalas can be studied as a significant process of mobility and change in medieval South India.

Tamil Inscriptions throw a good deal of light on the nature of temple donations by Vellala men, women and their

organization. These donations were made in form of material gifts, i.e. money, gold, cattle etc. or services. The monetary

value of these donations reflected the social and economic standard of the donors and their role in society. This study

shall investigate the size and volume of temple donations made by the Vellalas, and its linkages with the contemporary

social and economic changes.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In the modern times, South Indian history aroused a great deal of interest among scholars of the world, and as a

result a new wave of scholarship enlightened various aspects of south Indian history. At the world level, Brenda

Beck (1972), K.R. Hall (1980), Noboru Karashima (1984), Burton Stein (1985) and David Ludden (1989) gave new

dimensions to South Indian history with their ground-breaking themes. On the other hand, Indian historians, Y.

Subbrayalu (1973), MGS Narayan (1977), R. Champakalakshmi (1987), Vijaya Ramaswamy (1985) and Rajan

Gurukkal (1989) initiated new trends in socio-economic history and community history of South India. The study of

the Vellalas did not remain untouched by these academic endeavours. In the recent times V. J. Thamby

Pillai’s (2022) work on the origin of the Vellalas has enlarged the scope of community and peasant studies in this

region.

INTRODUCTION

The Vellalas are considered as a dynamic peasant community of the Tamil country. The term ‘Vellala’ implies

‘controller of floods’, and they were the masters of water management and irrigation of agricultural fields. Broadly,

they were predominantly peasants and on account of their landholdings they enjoyed the status of peasant

proprietor. They were divided into four separate groups, namely Coliya Vellalas, or people of the Chola country;

Tondaimandala Vellalas or the inhabitants of the Pallava country; Pandya Vellalas or the people of the Pandyan

country; and Kongu Vellalar or those belonging to the Kongu country. They rose from modest rural background and

gained economic and political ascendancy over a period of time, but at the social and ritual plane, they did not

obtain corresponding legitimacy. The economic affluence gained by the Vellalas can be noticed in their donations

to the temples. Several Tamil inscriptions substantiate the material contribution of this class of peasantry to the

temples. These material gifts were liberally donated by these peasants, their families and their corporate assembly.
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The value of these donations clearly shows the economic and social status of the Vellala community in the contemporary

social hierarchy. The gifts were made in form of land, gold, cattle, services etc.1This study shall try to examine the nature

of temple donations made by the Vellalas, and ascertain the linkages between temple donations and the corresponding

changes in the social and economic life of the Vellalas.

MAIN TEXT

Gifts of gold by the Vellalas are the most striking part of temple donation. During 13th century, a gift of gold was made by

a Vellala to light the lamps in a temple in Coimbatore district.2During the reign of Chola ruler, Rajkesarivarman, a gift of

gold was made by a Vellala individual in the Vaidyanath temple of Trichinopoly.3 Though the inscriptions do not mention

the size of the golden gifts, they are considered to be lavish and prolific donations, particularly when evaluated from the

standards of medieval economy. It may be surmised that gifts of gold were not made by the entire class of Vellala

peasantry, but by some prosperous individuals or households. Yet, an economic differentiation at the community level is

quite evident here, and a small portion of this caste had enormously increased its material base to such an extent that they

could easily demonstrate their wealth through voluntary donations to their sacred shrines. These inscriptions are not merely

record of religious donations but a mark of substantial social and economic change occurring beneath the trials and

tribulations of a peasant community.

Gifts of land were a major form of religious donations made by the people of Vellala community. During the

reign of Rajaraja Chola, a gift of land was made by a Vellala to burn two lamps in the temple of Uttarapatisvara (Tanjore

district).4An inscription, dated 823 CE, records a land donation by a Vellala individual to meet the expenditure of the

kitchen at a temple in Sivapuri (Ramnathpuram district).5In another instance, several Mudalis (Vellalas) joined hands to

donate a piece of land to a temple in the year 1274 CE during the Hoysala period.6

Apart from individuals and households, gifts of land to temples were also made by their assembly, Chittirameli-

periyanadu. One of the inscriptions7found in Ramnad district, provides evidence of gift of land by Chittirameli. During the

reign of Rajaraja III Chola, an inscription8 dated 1235 CE records a joint donation by Chittirameli-periyanadu and

Ainnurruvar to a Buddhist temple. The land grant to a Buddhist temple by the medieval corporate assemblies of the

peasants and merchants can be interpreted as an outstanding example of ideological liberalism and religious tolerance.

According to the Kalpalayam inscription,9 dated 1242 CE, a ruined village was resettled and donated by Chittirameli to a

Vishnu temple. The donations of land and village to the temples indicate the massive landed property of the Vellala

assembly. In an exceptional case of secular land donation, a piece of land was gifted to a teacher as Gurudakshina by six

Vellala pupils in Salem district.10The frequency of land donations to the temples by the people and assembly of the Vellala

1 Vijaya Ramaswamy, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India (New Delhi, 1985), p.41.
2Annual Reports on (South Indian) Epigraphy (Madras, 1887), 127 of 1920.
3ARE,98 of 1920.
4ARE, 56 of 1913.
5South Indian Inscriptions, (Madras, 1890), II, no. 218, vol. 14, p. 124 [ARE, 66 of 1929].
6ARE, 29 of 1900.
7ARE, 116 of 1916.
8SII, VIII, 198.
9 Noboru Karashima, and Y. Subbarayalu, ‘The Emergence of the Periyanadu Assembly in South India during the Chola
and Pandyan Periods.’ International Journal of Asian Studies, vol.1, no. 1, 2004, pp. 93-94.
10ARE, 1900, 31
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caste clearly suggests enlargement of landed property and resources.

Religious donations in form of money by the Vellalas and their assembly have also been reported by the Tamil

inscriptions. According to an inscription from Tittagudi (South Arcot), dated 1167 CE, the Vellala assembly, Chittirameli-

periyanadu and the merchant guild, Ainnurruvar collaborated to erect a plough arch and annually donate money and paddy

to meet the expenses of the Vishnu temple.11Four peasants belonging to the Vellala caste made three monetary gifts of 10

varahan each for twilight lamps, and 20 varahan for daily services in a temple in Coimbatore district.12. In another

instance, a monetary gift of 40 panam was made by a Vellala for regular feeding of the devotees.13Evidence of gifts of

money by Vellala women have also been reported from the temples at Solamdevi14 (Coimbatore district) and

Arrur15(Tirunelveli district) respectively which show that some Vellala women enjoyed reasonable freedom in religious

and economic affairs.

Some of the Vellalas used to make religious donations in form of taxes. An epigraphical record, dated 1265-66

CE from Chingleput records the gift of the income from some taxes such as ayam by the residents of Vellala caste for

renovation work in a temple.16

Gifts of cattle, sheep etc. were regularly included in the temple donations. An inscription, dated 1225 CE,

registers a donation of 32 cows by a Vellala individual for burning of lamp in a temple in Chingleput district.17 In 835 CE,

a Vellala had reportedly donated 25 cows and a bull in a temple at Tiruppattur (Ramnathpuram district).18Two inscriptions

had recorded the abundant gifts of 90 sheep each by the same Vellala woman, named Sattan Malli, for burning a perpetual

lamp in 928 CE and 938 CE respectively in a temple in Tanjore district.19The nature of cattle donation indicates that the

Vellalas peasantry were in possession of substantial cattle wealth, on account of their agrarian background.

Paddy was also an integral part of the religious donations of the Vellalas on account of their association with food

production. According to Alambakkam inscription20 (1170 CE) from Tiruchirappalli, a specific amount of grain was

donated to a neighbouring temple by the Vellalas. Similarly a gift of paddy was made by the periyanattavar to their

favourite deity at Tirupati in 1235 CE.21

An inscription throws light on an agreement by the peasants of Chittirameli–periyanadu to contribute one unit of

paddy per plough in order to raise an annual donation to meet the exigencies of a temple in South Arcot.22Incidentally, a

meagre gift of corn (kanbu) by the cultivators of Chittirameli-periyanadu in Coimbatore district might indicate an

unfavourable period of crop failure and conditions of subsistence economy.

11SII, VII, no. 291.; Karashima & Subbarayalu, 2004, p. 92.
12ARE, 13 of 1922–23.
13ARE, 36 of 1922-23.
14ARE, 226 of 1910.
15SII, no. 202, vol. 14, p. 115 [ARE, 394 of 1929–30].
16SII, XVII, 723; ARE, 666 of 1904 (?).
17SII, no. 694, vol. 17, p. 332 [ARE, 638 of 1904].
18SII, no. 246, vol. 14, p. 152 [ARE, 108 of 1908].
19SII, no. 518, vol. 17, p. 213 [ARE, 476 of 1904]; SII, no. 528, vol. 17, p. 216 [ARE, 486 of 1904].
20SII, XXVI, 780; Karashima & Subbrayalu, 2004, p. 92.
21 Karashima & Subbrayalu, op. cit., p. 93.
22ARE, 117 of 1900.
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Donations in form of temple services were also practised by the Vellala community. During 14thcentury, a pledge

was recorded that the Vellala tenants of some villages would render service to a temple in the district of Pudukkottai.23

Such evidence indicates the degrees of participation of the Vellalas in religious activities and their contribution in sacred

responsibilities.

The building of temple mandapa and gifting of architectural paraphernalia (fittings, fixtures, pillars etc.) were also

regarded as an important form of donation. Inscriptional records shed light on such donations by the Vellalas– a gift of a

pillar to a temple in Coimbatore;24 a gift of door-posts in Andai;25 a gift of beam to a temple;26 the charity of a stone

Nirmalya–trough in Coimbatore;27 and the building of the mandapa. The financial contribution of the Vellalas in the

building and renovation of the parts of the temples highlight degrees of their social progression and ritual acceptance.

The development of the Vellala community as a socially respectable and economically vibrant people is clearly

reflected in the epigraphic evidence cited above. According to an estimate, among the non-Brahmin donors mentioned in

the Chola inscriptions, Vellalas are the most prominent people who can be easily identified by caste.28It is noteworthy that

with regard to temple donations, only the Vellalas (along with Ayyavole) could contest the volume of donations made by

the weavers’ organization.29

The form and degrees of the social status of the Vellala community can also be ascertained by their linkages and

relationship with the temple management of the Tamil country. From the 10th century onwards the Vellalas seemed to have

enjoyed (along with Brahmins) a considerable share in administration and control over landed property of the

temples.30From time to time, the Vellalas have acted as sponsors of temple festivals, co-administrators of small temples,

and as supervisors of ascetic people.31 The status of the Vellalas in the contemporary society can also be determined from

the 14thcentury record of the order of ritual precedence of the tirupalli eluchchi (waking-up ceremony of idol),32in which

the Vellalar were attributed higher position than the Kaikkolar (weavers) and other professional groups.

CONCLUSIONS

In medieval south Indian society, the temple was the chief centre of power, wealth and influence. It played an important

role in the lives of multitude of men and women by means of its immense authority and control in awarding ritual

legitimacy and demarcating the boundaries of social acceptability. During the Chola period, a substantial number of

ambitious castes and communities viewed the temple as a focal point of power and prestige and desired to obtain

23ARE, 271 of 1915.
24ARE, 641 of 1922-23.
25ARE, 244 of 1920.
26ARE, 140 of 1920.
27ARE, 242 of 1920.
28 B. Suresh, ‘Historical and Cultural Geography and Ethnology of South India with special reference to Chola
Inscriptions,’ Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Deccan College, University of Poona, (Poona, 1965). Cited in Stein, Peasant
State, p. 103.
29SII, vol. xiv, no. 202; SII, vol. xix, no. 199. Cited in V. Ramaswamy, Textiles, pp. 42-43.
30 R. Champakalakshmi, ‘From Devotion and Dissent to Dominance: The Bhakti of the Tamil Alvars and Nayanars’
Tradition, Dissent and Ideology, Eds. R. Champakalakshmi and S. Gopal, Delhi, 1996, p. 154.
31 Paul Younger, The Home of the Dancing Sivan: Traditions of the Hindu Temple in Citamparam, New York, 1995, pp.
69, 139. Cited in Hall, 1980, p. 100.
32SII, vol. vi, no. 252; SII, vol. vi, no. 257. Cited in V. Ramaswamy, 1985, p. 55.
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legitimacy and acceptance by associating with temple activities and endeavours. The frequency, volume and nature of

temple donations of the Vellalas has been examined in light of their beliefs and perception that temple is a major source of

social mobility and ritual legitimacy. It is quite plausible that the Vellalas, as a dynamic peasant community, well-aware of

its constraints and identity in the medieval agrarian order, found the phenomenon of temple donations as new avenue of

mobility and change, and eventually accrued massive social and ritual advantages from such dealings and undertakings.
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